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Jarrod’s Tips For Trout Fishing Around Eildon 

• Switching the treble hooks on your hard body lures for single hooks is a great strategy for hooking 
more fish and keeping them hooked. It also reduces how often you’ll get snagged. 

• Use Google Maps satellite view to identify bridges that give access to rivers and structures or stream 
features that might hold trout. Wading upstream and casting ahead reduces the chances of spooking 
trout, which are always facing into the current. Be sure and focus on logs, boulders and other fea-
tures that trout might be holding near. 

• Many streams in this area are wadable under normal conditions, but rainfall or irrigation release can 
make the water too deep or fast flowing at times and you may need to walk the banks instead. Be 
safe when wading deep water, wear a wader belt. 

• Brown trout are lazy and tend to hold in slower flowing parts of the stream. Rainbow trout will often 
hold position in faster flowing water. 
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schedule, Jarrod loves to share information 
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with his prolific journalistic work. 
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• Using a long leader (3-4m of fluorocarbon) allows for plenty of lure changes without having to re-tie 
a new leader, Use a good loop knot to attach lures to the line, as it maximises the action of the lure. 

• Summer is a great time of year for fish for smaller sized trout in gin clear water. May to Jun/July 
(before the season closes) sees large spawning fish move upstream and these can be targeted using 
the techniques Jarrod describes in the shallow creeks. 

Jarrod’s Trout Fishing Gear 

• Jarrod uses a 1000 size Shimano Stradic CI4 because it’s very light and there is zero chance of getting 
spooled in a small stream. A Wilson Venom 1-3kg rod is ideal and super lightweight. Mustad hi-vis 
orange braid (1-3 kg) is great for visibility and a 3kg fluorocarbon leader complete the outfit. 

Jarrod’s Best Trout Lures 

• 2.75″ For early morning or late evening when trout are feeding on the surface a MegaBass tiny cica-
da is the goods. Cast the lure well ahead and simply wind it quickly enough for the wings to create a 
surface commotion. The line needs to be tight and the retrieve must be fast enough that the lure 
works. 

• For shallow riffle fishing in water from ankle deep to around 80cm of water depth a shallow diving 
minnow is a good choice. Jarrod nominated a 60mm Yakamito Slim Minnow. This can be worked 
slowly and will be effective, but Jarrod prefers to work them quickly and aggressively with lots of rod 
tip action. 

• For deeper water at the head of a pool, perhaps 1-2m depth Jarrod recommends a Zerek Tango, 
fitted with single hooks to enhance snag resistance. 
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Episode Sponsors 

Compleat Angler is Australia’s longest serving fishing tackle buyer group and has been taking care of the 
needs of Aussie anglers for almost 50 years! Independently owned stores all over the country stock the 
gear most appropriate to their local fisheries and can advise anglers on where to go and how to 
fish. Store Locator.  

Fishotopia is where Australia’s genius fishing minds hang out to share their secrets and talk tackle, tech-
nique and more. Join the community and find out how the ten percent fish! 
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Jarrod’s Sponsors 

Jarrod has been sponsored by Wilson Fishing for 20 years and uses Venom Rods for his trout luring. 

Mako Sunlasses are Jarrod’s preference for polarising fish and he has a specific pair he uses just for trout 
fishing. 

Compleat Angler is Jarrod’s employer and provides support for his fishing endeavours. Store Locator. 

Mustad Hooks are a great supporter of Jarrod’s fishing 

Yakamito Lures produce a range of lures, including some of Jarrods favourites for trout. They’re availa-
ble through Compleat Angler stores Australia-wide. 

Zerek Lures support Jarrod also and are again among his best lures for trout fishing.  Available 
through Compleat Angler stores Australia-wide. 
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